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Abstract

Evolution of Synthetic Routes Leading to the Commercial Manufacturing Process for Belzutifan

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2019 was awarded for the discovery of how cells sense and adapt to oxygen availability which uncovered a critical link with hypoxia-inducible factor 2α (HIF-2α) and its potential role as a therapeutic target for Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) disease and certain types of cancers. These insights eventually led to the discovery of belzutifan, a small molecule inhibitor of HIF-2α that achieved FDA breakthrough designation in 2020 and was approved in 2021 for VHL associated tumors and in 2023 for advanced renal cell carcinoma. Belzutifan has a unique stereochemical triad on the indanone ring featuring two secondary alkyl fluorides which posed significant challenges for its synthesis. This presentation will cover how the manufacturing process evolved from its initial scale-up route through to the final commercial manufacturing process, as well as highlight key innovations which enabled the manufacture and launch in 2021 of belzutifan including the development of a photo-flow bromination, direct enantioselective biocatalytic hydroxylation and a uniquely selective dehydrofluorination.
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